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3Context of Space Use
• Over the past several decades of years the small satellite mission market has been experiencing an
advanced rate of growth in capabilities, number of missions and user investments due to the
increasing demand of small satellite applications among end users within academia, commercial,
defense, and government.
• This higher scale of growth on an international basis in both interest level and actual participation
within the space communities is subsequently influencing the development of small satellite
spacecraft technologies, payload instruments, approaches to mission development and launch vehicle
systems.
• Within this growth of the small satellite user missions, a new range of experiments, projects,
programs, organizations and businesses are being created to advance the use of small missions for
scientific research, technology development, data services, exploration and operational capabilities.
• Three of the major factors effecting this growth in the use of the space environment are
• the size of the spacecraft,
• the reliability management approach
• and the availability of a wide variety of lower cost launch accommodations
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• The global small satellite market size in USA dollars was valued at $2,045
million USD in 2015, and is expected to reach at a compound annual
growth rate (CAGR) of 19.8% with the revenue of $7,179 million USD by
2022.
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• Small satellites are used to conduct missions both in earth orbit , cis-lunar
and planetary . Small satellites are categorized into mini-satellites (mass of
100‐500 kg), microsatellites (10‐100 kg), and nanosatellites (1‐10 kg).  The
fastest growth in number of small satellite recently is in the size category of
less than 50-kilogram in mass.
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• This growing market in the number of small satellites reflects increases
in the use of spacecraft for various applications such as Earth
observation, communication, scientific research, and technology
demonstration
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• The growing demand for access to space by small satellite mission
users and the increasing use of constellations for experimental and
operational applications, such as remote sensing, navigation,
communication, Internet of Things(IoT) and observations missions has
created driving factors of interest, opportunities and sometimes
concerns within the small satellite communities of interest.
• These communities of interest are involved as users, developers,
suppliers, consumers of services, investors, regulators and legislators
Context of Space Use
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• As in many technological oriented markets, many factors influence the
growth of the small satellite market and the characteristics of the
market sectors.
• Two of the major factors driving both interest and concerns addressed
in this paper are in the areas of
• reliability management approach
• launch access
Context of Space Use
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Reliability Management
• In general NASA* divides all airborne/space science equipment













• Determining the risk classification for a particular payload is an
inexact, iterative process
– Classification is finalized prior to Preliminary Design Review
through a combination of various NASAoffices/organizations/
councils

































NationalSignificance Veryhigh High Medium Low-to-medium
Complexity Veryhightohigh Hightomedium Mediumtolow Mediumtolow
MissionLifetime
(Primary Baseline Mission)
Long>5yrs Medium2-5 yrs Short(~3) Short(<2 yrs)
Cost High HightoMedium Mediumtolow Low
LaunchConstraints Critical Medium Few FewtoNone
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NationalSignificance Veryhigh High Medium Low-to-medium
Complexity Veryhightohigh Hightomedium Mediumtolow Mediumtolow
MissionLifetime
(Primary Baseline Mission)
Long>5yrs Medium2-5yrs Short Short (<2yrs)
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Cost High HightoMedium Mediumtolow Low
LaunchConstraints Critical Medium Few FewtoNone





























































• Class A- NPSL Level 1
• Class B- NPSL Level 1/2
• Class C- NPSL Level 1/2/3
• Class D- NPSL Level 1/2/3
Reliability
• Class A- FMEA, Worst Case, Parts Stress Analysis
• Class B- Box level FMEA, Worst Case, Parts Stress
• Class C- Interface FMEA, Parts Stress









with the designated risk classification*
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Lowernationalpriority, focused, higher risk missionsin a shorter
time frameandlimitedbudgetoften increase technology readiness
TheValueofa BalancedPortfolio
• Importanceof the big missions,













































Medium/High Risk Payload Challenges
• The willingness to assume “additional” risk, versus normal








Systems Gimbal Power Int/Test Cables Optics Avionics
Recent JPLClass D (high risk) Mission at PDR
Class D




• At NASA, there are generally two challenges in dealing with
NASA’s multiple science payload risk classifications-
1) Science payloads with a lower risk posture than the traditional
NASA “low risk” Institutional baseline- i.e., “very low” risk
missions, for example Lean Missions ?
• Meeting these guidelines requires unique add-ons to the
way NASA typically performs work
– Impact of SIX SIGMA approach is usually largely
programmatic- increases in cost and cycle time (full
qualification & acceptance test programs, separate
prototype and flight models, etc)
2) Science payloads that adopt a higher risk posture than the NASA
“low risk” Institutional baseline- “medium/high” risk missions
• In our experience, more effort (than expected) is required to
actually execute a science payload mission with less than
traditional rigor and penetration
3) Opportunities for use of Lean SIX SIGMA approaches
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Reliability Management
"Lean” Small Satellite Missions Concept
• The concept of “lean satellite missions” was born from the creation andevolution of the practices of lean manufacturing, lean engineering, leansatellites , lean launch and lean operations
• “Lean” is a both technical and management approaches to the “risk andreward” considerations, it is not a standard by itself
• Lean and Six Sigma are widely used in industry as continuous improvementbest practices
• They can also be very complementary in nature and, if performed properly, canproduce unprecedented results
• Lean focuses on eliminating non-value added activities in a process and Six Sigmafocuses on reducing variation from the remaining value-added steps
• Lean provides speed ensuring products and services flow without interruption whileSix Sigma ensures that critical product / service characteristics are completed correctlythe very first time we do them.
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Launch Access to the Environment of Space
• More than 100 organizations world wide are thought to be currently developing  launch vehicles
• More than  30 small launch vehicles are being developed ( < 500kg Payloads)
• Ridesharing opportunities have increase by a factor of 10 in the last 5 years
Lean Access to Space
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SLS Block 1B Crew
As Early As 2023
Provides














SLS Block 1B Cargo














As Early As 2028
Provides












SLS Crew Launch Configurations
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Multiple PPC/ESPA Type
Carriers as a Dedicated
Co-Manifested Payload (CPL)









Universal Stage Adapter (USA)
Multiple Propulsive/ESPA Payload
Carriers with Secondary Payloads as
a Dedicated Co-Manifested
Payload
A Propulsive Payload Carrier as a
Rideshare Capability for Secondary
Payloads with a Co-Manifested Payload
Propulsive Payload Carrier (PPC)
w/ Attached Secondary Payloads
or
www.nasa.gov/sls
SLS B1B Secondary Payload AccommodationConcept
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• 22 – 6U
• 2 – 12U
• 2 – 27U
• Mounting on the aft
portion of the Payload
Adaptor has been shown
















Kenneth W. Ledbetter NASA, Science Mission Directorate Implementation of
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Thomas Zurbuchen and Gregory Robinson, Science Mission Directorate Class
D Strategy
Agenda
• NASA management process for determining mission
and science payload* risk classification
• Examine the management implications of mission science risk
classification
• Typical challenges with implementing science payloads of
varying risk classifications
• The value of balancing our science and technology missions
approach portfolio
• Observations/suggestions going forward
*-Science payload- Any airborne or space equipment or
sensor that is not an integral part of the carrier
vehicle and contributes to the science
objectives. Small Satellite Missions ?
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